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Introduction 

  The results are preliminary.


  High 2D binary classification accuracy on CT scans from the same scanner. 


  Resolution pyramid could be applied for speeding up the application of classifier (on 2D selected slice ). 


  More data sets and manual segmentation will be included.  


  Combine 2D result to locate cochlea in 3D (apply 2D classifier on multiple slices).  


  Build directly 3D classifier and apply it on  3D volumes (instead of 2D slices of 3D volumes).


  We may also load a parametrised 3D model of the cochlea based on the localisation of interested structure. 

Results and Discussion
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2. Ge&ng insight into a pa0ent's specific anatomy through CT imaging of the 
temporal bone is cri0cal for the otologists to perform cochlear implanta0on2 ,but 
manually segmen0ng the anatomical structures2 is difficult.   

•Create a 3D automated classificaBon and segmentaBon pipeline (on 3D temporal 
bone CT scan).  

•Start with a 2D binary classificaBon and localisaBon of single/mulBple slice(s) of  
3D CT scans (cochlear's presence).  

1. Understanding the causes for poor cochlear implanta0on outcomes is a 
difficult research challenge1.  

•InvesBgate both technological factors and biological factors. 

•Combine audiological results and anatomical factors for understanding and 
ulBmately predicBng  the outcomes of cochlear implantaBon.  

Methods 
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Conclusions and future direction 
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2D CNN Classifier Training   

Predication Outputs (on train & test data)
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